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1.0 Introduction 
The artefacts discussed in this report were discovered during the 2008 and subsequent 2010 
excavations of Fort Phillip, now Observatory Hill, Sydney during excavations supervised by Tony 
Lowe of Casey & Lowe Pty Ltd Archaeology and Heritage Consultants for Caitlin Allen of the 
Government Architect’s Office, NSW Department of Commerce.1  The archaeological program was 
undertaken to address research questions identified in the s60 application.2 
 
The site lies on a hill at the western side of the central business district of Sydney.  The fort had a 
commanding view of Port Jackson above Sydney Cove as well as good sightlines to the north, west 
and south.  Construction began in 1804 but only three walls of the hexagonal structure had been 
finished when work stopped in 1806.  In 1848 the eastern inner wall was converted into a platform 
for the Signal Master’s house and semaphore poles.  In the 1850s a bomb-proof chamber beneath 
the rampart wall and much of the remaining superstructure of the fort was levelled to construct the 
Sydney Observatory, completed in 1858. 
 
The miscellaneous, building materials and metal artefacts from the 2008 excavations at Observatory 
Hill were catalogued by Robyn Stocks, the ceramics and glass artefacts by Rowan Ward for Casey & 
Lowe in February 2009.  The animal bone was catalogued and analysed separately by Melanie Fillios 
for Casey and Lowe.  One worked bone implement mentioned in the bone report has been re-
examined by Robyn Stocks and placed within the miscellaneous catalogue. 
 
Section 2 of this report gives an overview of the analysis and examines in detail the weapons and 
ammunition used by the military and general population during the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries and the unusual evidence for their use at Fort Phillip.  Section 3 will discuss significant 
contexts from the excavation of Fort Phillip using information gained from the entire assemblage of 
artefacts.  The results and conclusions reached about the analysis will be drawn in Sections 4 and 5.   
The artefacts discovered in 2010 that provided additional evidence for the occupation of the Fort 
are discussed in Appendix 1.  The catalogue of artefacts from the 2008 excavation is listed in 
Appendix 2, that from 2010 in Appendix 3.3 
 

                                            
1Macey 2008. 
2 Allen & Lowe 2008. 
3 Note two artefacts provisionally assigned to the courtyard context 7804 (#68220, #68221) were found in 2003 by Caitlin 
Allen from Test Trench 2 context 16. These are included in the Miscellaneous catalogue of the 2008 excavations in this 
report. 
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2.0 Artefact Analysis 
 
2.1 Overview of Methodology 
The artefacts other than animal bone were catalogued using an Access database system developed 
by Casey & Lowe whereby each item and fragment is assigned to a three-step functional category.  
This system uses minimal item counts (#MIC) that are adjusted (Adjusted #Items) to allow for any 
joins across different site contexts during the first stage of analysis.  Where possible the artefacts 
were typed and the ceramics assigned decorative pattern numbers according to terminology used 
internationally and as part of ongoing research done at Casey & Lowe. 
 
The artefacts were analysed to answer research questions identified prior to excavation and those 
that became evident during cataloguing.  Particular attention has been given in Section 2 to the 
background and characteristics of the gunflints and grapeshot found at the site for two reasons.  
Firstly these armaments are examples of eighteenth and early nineteenth-century European 
military technology that have rarely been found in Australia.  Secondly they provide direct evidence 
for the weaponry used by the soldiers at Fort Phillip and the role they played in the defence of the 
early settlement of Sydney.  Within the text of this report the relevant context number and 
individual #catalogue numbers will be identified in brackets. 
 
2.2 Flintlock Weapons Historical Background 

2.2.1 Historical Timeframe 

Gunflints were used in flintlock weapons that fired iron or lead shot, such as rampart guns, muskets, 
rifles or pistols that began to replace matchlocks in c1625 (Figs. 1-9, 14-20).4  Flintlock firearms were 
in turn superseded in 1832 by the invention of the percussion cap and friction match.  British 
military muskets were finally replaced by percussion carbines in 1843 but continued to be used for 
some time by the general public.  Gunflints are still being produced in small quantities today for 
weapons as well as flint ‘strike-a-lights’ that create a spark for lighting fires by striking the surface 
with a steel rod or similar implement.  Gunflints could be reused for this latter purpose when they 
were too worn or became obsolete.5 

2.2.2 Weapons 

Muskets, carbines, rifles and pistols were hand-held flintlock weapons which fired different sizes of 
lead shot.  Larger guns that defended forts, such as rampart guns or wall pieces could not be fully 
hand-held but were mounted upon swivels or some kind of stationary support in order to fire a 
variety of iron shot.  Various forms of blunderbusses, commonly used by the navy, coastguard or 
customs officials in Britain could be hand-held but were also often mounted.  All these weapons 
used different-sized gunflints (Table 1). 
 
The main firearm of British infantry from the 1720s was the smooth-bored Brown Bess musket and 
its later versions.  The urgent need for more weapons during the Napoleonic Wars caused the 
British Government to turn to the East India Company to mass produce the India Pattern musket, 
and after the war the New Land Pattern Brown Bess musket was made.  Rifles were similar weapons 
except that the barrel was rifled, meaning that the bore was grooved to cause the ammunition to 
spin as it left the barrel.  Although the Ferguson rifle was the first to be used by the British army in 
the 1770s the Baker rifle was made in far greater numbers during 1800-1838.  Carbine rifles were 
developed for the cavalry with a narrower and then shorter barrel enabling them to be easier to 
carry and shoot while riding.  Several types were successfully used during the Napoleonic Wars.  

                                            
4 Du Quesne Bird 1978; Hanson 1970; Haythornthwaite 1996; Kent 1983; Miller 1978; Plymouth Archaeological 
Rediscovery Project 2002; Wilkinson 1968. 
5 Clarke 1935: 51-52; Lotbiniere 1984: 209; Montague 1981: 63; Skertchly 1897; Witthoft 1966: 37-39. 
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Figure 2: British military style Holster Pistol 
c1780-1850, Du Quesne Bird 1978 p72. 
 

 
Figure 1: Flintlock firing mechanism, Kenmotsu 1990  
 

Figure 3: Brown Bess 
musket, pre Land 
pattern, c1722-c1800, 
Du Quesne Bird 1978 
p77. 
 
 
Figure 4: British Land 
pattern musket 1803, 
most post 1815, Du 
Quesne Bird 1978 p86. 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Ferguson Rifle 
1774, Du Quesne Bird 
1978 p81. 
 

 
 
Figure 6: Baker Rifle 
1800-38, Du Quesne 
Bird 1978 p84. 

 
 
 
Figure 7: British Spear Carbine 
1784, Du Quesne Bird 1978 p83 
 
 
 
Figure 8: British Blunderbuss, 
snap bayonet by J & W Richards 
c1810, 
www.ambroseantiques.com 
 

 
 
 

Figure 9: French Naval Rampart Gun detail c1790s, 
www.ambroseantiques.com 

http://www.ambroseantiques.com/
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Figure 10: British carronade gun crew, from the  Figure 11: Carronade with grapeshot on 
 Corporation of the City of Hamilton and   the floor to left, from Wikipedia. 
 Interactive Multimedia Heritage Incorporated. 
 

The land and sea services of the British military used a variety of artillery, such as large guns, 
howitzers and mortars during the late eighteenth to the mid nineteenth centuries.6  These fired iron 
shot in a range of sizes singly or clustered in groups.  Naval cannon, particularly the smaller 
carronade were often removed from ships to strengthen a garrison or arm a strongpoint.  Governor 
King recorded six-12-pounder and eight 6-pounder guns in the colony of Sydney in 1806.  The latter, 
mounted at Fort Phillip, are thought to have come from the HMS Sirius.7  These guns were probably 
models made before Captain Blomefield, the Inspector General of Artillery at Woolich, began to 
proof a new system of iron guns in 1782.  His 6 and 12-pounders were introduced in the 1780s or 
1790s and used for sea service and garrison duty.  Due to the development of new and heavier 
long-range guns in the 1830s and 1840s the usefulness of 6-pounders and 12-pounders became 
limited to storming parties, boat attacks and defending ditches or other places where range was not 
important.  They were not used after the 1850s. 
 
A particular type of British naval cannon, the smooth-bore cast iron carronade, was used from the 
1778 to the 1850s.  It was a relatively light-weight, short-range anti-crew and anti-ship weapon 
(Figs. 10, 11).8  The lower muzzle velocity of a carronade's grapeshot was intended to create 
numerous deadly wooden splinters upon hitting the structure of an enemy vessel, giving rise to its 
being called “the smasher”.  For the first twenty years of use carronades gave the British Navy a 
significant tactical advantage against the French.  On ships such as the HMS Victory carronades 
were mounted on wooden sliding gun carriages, their recoil restrained by ropes.  Carronades were 
also popular on British merchant ships during the American Revolutionary War as they needed only 
a small gun crew to be effective against French and American privateers.  From the 1810s-1820s 
long-range artillery began to be emphasised lessening the need for close-range broadside naval 
engagements.  Although carronades were replaced in the Royal Navy by steel-jacketed cannon from 
the 1850s they continued to be used in the American Civil War of the 1860s. 
 
From at least 1755, and possibly as early as 1705, ship’s guns were sporadically fitted with brass 
naval gunlocks that utilised a large-sized gunflint, priming tube and protective apron to keep the 
firing pan and vent dry.  In 1790 these were generally introduced into the British Navy in order to 
improve efficiency and prevent outbreaks of fire on deck from using a portfire to light the guns.9 

                                            
6 The most comprehensive illustrated history of British artillery and the navy in McConnell 1988; see also Henry 2004. 
7 Allen & Lowe 2008: 33. 
8 Carronades and cannons on the wrecked schooners Hamilton and Scourge (1812) discussed by the Corporation of the 
City of Hamilton and Interactive Multimedia Heritage Incorporated at www.hamilton-scourge.hamilton.ca/guns; 
Wikipedia ‘Carronade’ with illustrations and references at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carronade 
9 McConnell 1988: 82-84, 88, 171.  Large gunspalls found on the wrecks of the HMS Invincible (1758) and HMS Ramillies 
(1860), and a lead carronade apron for a gunlock on the Pomone (1811), see Bingeman 1985, 2008. 

http://www.hamilton-scourge.hamilton.ca/guns
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carronade
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2.2.3 Grapeshot 

Grapeshot was a type of projectile comprising a group of cast iron balls or shot with a diameter of 1 
inch (25.4 mm) or more placed in layers above a circular base around a central vertical spindle.10  
For the British land services the base and spindle were originally made of wood.  During the 
eighteenth century iron began to be used as well, finally replacing wood in the 1780s.  Land service 
grapeshot comprised numerous small iron balls, often numbering 20, with hemp and other 
materials added at the top of the bag to improve the shape.  The sea services always used iron 
bases and spindles and invariably nine iron shot in three tiers of various sizes depending on the 
calibre of the gun.  Until c1800 the whole projectile was put into a canvas bag which was looped 
and tightened by a ‘quilting’ line (twine).  After that date both services used a smaller quilted canvas 
bag that enclosed only the spindle and shot leaving the firm iron top exposed.  These lumpy objects 
were called quilted grapeshot as they resembled large bunches of grapes (Figs. 12, 13).  Quilted 
grapeshot were apparently always fired from iron cannon as they damaged those of brass and had a 
reputation for burning or splitting apart at inappropriate moments. 
 

 
 
Figure 12: Quilted grapeshot 
(l-r), 3 bags from the 
privateermedia website. 
Display on HMS Victory, 
Portsmouth. Early US Federal, 
8 inches long for a 3-pounder 
gun c1810, from the West 
Point Museum, NY.11 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 13: Grapeshot (post 1856) with plates
 between tiers and quilted shot, from the 
 Aeragon website.12 
 
 
 
 
 

 
From 1856 each tier of grapeshot was separated by an iron plate (Fig. 13).  Grapeshot balls were 
also layered within cylindrical cases or canisters (case shot) with wooden or iron bottoms and tops, 
or from 1866 inside a hollow iron canister.  These were fired from a variety of brass and iron 
carronades, guns (cannon), howitzers and mortars.  The iron balls of the latter grapeshot, 
particularly the case and canister types, varied greatly in size and number that often increased with 
the calibre of the gun and the date they were made.  For example, the maximum number of balls 
recorded by McConnell was 24 in a quilted shot for a 10 inch gun in 1860, compared to 285 in a case 

                                            
10 The most detailed description and sizes in McConnell 1988.  Bagged quilted grapeshot used in cannon and carronades 
are displayed on the HMS Victory at Portsmouth, see www.hms-victory.com.  Illustrated types of ship’s ammunition 
including varieties of grapeshot containers in Fremont-Barnes 2005: Plate C; and at Aeragon online www.aeragon.com 
11 A. Copyright 2005-2009 Privateer Media, www.privateermedia.com/Props; B. www.hms-victory.com; C. Courtesy West 
Point Museum, NY, similar grapeshot of Springfield Arsenal artillery fired against Shays rebels in 1787, 
www.nps.gov/spar/historyculture/images/ 
12 www.aeragon.com/ammunition 

http://www.hms-victory.com/
http://www.aeragon.com/
http://www.privateermedia.com/Props
http://www.hms-victory.com/
http://www.nps.gov/spar/historyculture/images/
http://www.aeragon.com/ammunition
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shot for an 8 inch howitzer in 1828.  The different projectiles of the land and sea services in 1780-
1828 used shot in 6-pounder guns that varied in size from 2oz, 4oz to 8oz (diameter 0.6, 1.2 to 1.5 
inches), and in 12-pounder guns from 4oz, 8oz to 1lb (diameter 1.2, 1.5 to 1.9 inches).  The number 
of balls ranged from nine to 40 and nine to 46 respectively.13 

2.2.4 Gunflints 

Gunflints mass produced in Britain and Europe for the military or used in trade were packed in bags 
and then in barrels or kegs for shipment around the world.  Gunspalls or what used to be called 
Dutch gunflints were made on single wedge-shaped flakes struck by direct percussion from cores in 
Europe, Britain, America and other parts of the world from c1625-c1825 (Fig. 14).14  This technique 
allowed for the use of small cobbles or narrow flint seams.  Rare examples of grey flint gunspalls, 
commonly reused as strike-a-lights, have been recorded from sites in Australia and its environs.15  In 
the archaeological literature there has been considerable debate about the origins of spalls and the 
flint from which they were made.  Until recently all grey-brown examples were thought to have 
been made in and exported from the Netherlands using flint mined in occupied regions of present-
day Belgium.16  However this is now disputed with several studies assessing different origins and 
date of manufacture using a variety of historical & petrographic data.  One of the sources re-
examined is flint from the southern and eastern counties of England which is not only black but also 
has various shades of grey often with cream or light-brown mottles.17 
 
Recent work has identified two types of spalls, basic and modified (Fig. 14).  Basic spalls are 
retouched from the dorsal surface to create a convex heel and straight sides, the straight or slightly 
convex striking edge is partly reverse trimmed.  Several British shipwrecks, including the HMS 
Invincible (1758) and an unidentified British vessel sunk off Yorktown, Virginia in 1781 contained 
basic gunspalls of mottled grey and black English flint with convex heels.18  On the HMS Invincible 
the consistency of the 2,000 unused gunflints prompted the analyst to conclude that they were 
probably all manufactured by William Levett of Northfleet, Kent, the principal supplier of gunflints 
for the Board of Ordnance between 1742 and 1781.19  Basic spall gunflints that are found on sites in 
America, show a range of flaking skill from poor to excellent, for example at French Fort 
Michilimackinac, Michigan (1715-1761), Old Kuskuskies, West Pittsburgh (1748-1750), and Valley 
Forge, Pennsylvania (1777-1778, Table 1).20  Closer to Australia there were 86 basic spalls of varying 
quality analysed from the La Pérouse ships L’Astrolabe and La Boussole wrecked off Vanicoro, the 
Solomon Islands in 1788.21 
 
Modified gunspalls are defined as being strictly rectangular with a straight rather than convex heel, 
and a proportion having side demicones similar to those found on many English blade gunflints.  
These spalls have been equated with production of hybrid spall/blade gunflints at Brandon, England 
which Skertchly in 1879 had called “Old English Gunflints”.22   

                                            
13 McConnell 1988: Appendices KKK, OOO. 
14 Blanchette 1975; Hanson 1970; Honerkamp & Harris 2005; Kent 1983; Lotbiniere 1984; White 1975; Witthoft 1966. 
15 Parramatta Justice Precinct one example from context 6331/ #53235.  Risdon Cove Tasmania nine examples, McGowan 
1985: 138 GF1.  Some 86 examples found in the 1788 La Pérouse shipwrecks at the Solomon Islands, Delaney 1989. 
16 Witthoft 1966: 25-31, 34, identifies the only source of gunspall flint as the pebbles of the Riss glacial outwash of the 
north European Plain which are only known in The Low Countries. 
17 Clarke 1935; Holgate 1991; Knowles & Barnes 1937; Skertchly 1879. 
18 Johnston, Sands & Steffy 1978.  Bingeman 1985 identifies four size groups of black and mottled grey unused gunflints 
for different weapons amongst the 2,000 plus recovered.  The manufacture and purpose of the unusually large gunflints 
are discussed in Bingeman 2008.  However, there appear to be only two or three sizes (listed on Table 1 in this report) in 
photographs sent by J. Bingeman 2009, pers. comm. 1 & 4 April, noting that a final publication is forthcoming. 
19 Bingeman 2008. 
20 Witthoft 1966: Figs. 6, 7, 9. 
21 Delaney 1989: 117, Fig. 2. 
22 White 1975; Kenmotsu 1990.  Honerkamp & Harris 2005 discuss Skertchly’s technical comments about spalls and argue 
for an English origin of their c1814 spall and blade gunflint cache. 
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Figure 15: Left, 
French blade gunflint, 
White 1975 Fig.1. 
 
 

Figure 16: Below, French 
blade gunflint terminology, 
Blanchette 1975 Fig. 7. 

 
Figure 17: Left, English blade 
gunflint terminology, Clarke 1935 
Fig. 2. 
 
 

Figure 14: Above, gunflint types, 
Honerkamp & Harris 2005 Fig. 7. 

 
Figure 18: Above, core reduction to make double & single-backed blade 
gunflints in France and at Brandon England, Oakley 1975 Fig. 10. 
 

 
Figure 19: Above, English gunflint relative sizes,   Figure 20: Placement of gunflints on blade, 
Shopland 2005 p.78.       Shopland 2005 p.78. 
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The manufacture of modified spall gunflints can be dated to c1780-1825 (post 1781 Kent 
manufacture?) based on their find locations on the 1805 wreck of the East Indiamen Earl of 
Abergavenny and in the c1814 cache at the Presidio Santa María de Galve, Pensacola, Florida.23 
 
Gunflint production was noted in France in 1643 but not the method used.  By c1680 the French 
rediscovered the technique of blade flaking from a prepared polyhedral core and developed a 
superior product.24  These blade gunflints are first found on American sites at this time becoming 
increasingly popular from the 1750s.  In this region they were supplanted in turn by British blade 
gunflints in c1820.25  It was more efficient to make gunflints from blades and created far less waste 
than using the gunspall method but it also required considerable skill to achieve precision flaking.  
The blades were long flakes, triangular or trapezoidal in cross-section with one facet on the ventral 
side and two or three with one or two parallel ribs on the dorsal side.  In France the blade was then 
snap-fractured along its length to form bladelets or gunflint blanks which were then heavily 
retouched on three edges using a discoidal hammer (roulette) resulting in a convex heel and 
straight sides (Figures 15-20).  The snapped straight striking edge opposite the heel was often only 
partly abraded to make it sturdier.  During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries French flint was 
characteristically light to dark honey-brown in colour although other colours are known to exist.  
Until now few examples of gunflints made from this material have been found in Australia although 
many were discovered nearby in the La Pérouse ships L’Astrolabe and La Boussole wrecked in 
1788.26 
 
The dimensions needed for different guns could be obtained from various parts of the blade (Fig. 
20).  Although there is slight individual variation excavated French examples can be grouped into 
the sizes that correlate to the factory specifications recorded from the region of Meusnes in 1740 
and 1797 (Table 1).  The British blade gunflints have a similar range of sizes because they had to be 
used in the same or very similar weapons.27  The Meusnes gunflints were in high demand during the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the factory apparently being able to produce enough each 
year to supply more than 25 million rifles for the armies of Napoleon.28  Full-time production at 
Meusnes discontinued in 1870 although some are still made for sports shooters and re-
enactments.29 
 
For many years residents of small towns in England to the south and east had intermittently 
exploited local flint sources to make spall gunflints needed by the armed forces and others.  
Because of the need to retain parity in military technology countries other than France began to 
adopt the new blade technology and more carefully exploit and guard their own sources of flint.  
Blade gunflints are known to have been made in England some time after 1770 and definitely 
before 1800, with a time from c1780 favoured by most researchers.  There are conflicting reports 
about who first introduced this technique into England.  For his publication on gunflints James 
Mitchell visited Brandon, Suffolk in 1837 and was told that the new method (‘French mode’) had 
been known for only 40 years having come to the area via a knapper from Kent who died before 
1787.  Alternatively two sources identify the maker as one or many French prisoners-of-war at 

                                            
23 Lotbiniere 1984: 206. 
24 Blanchette 1975; Delaney 1989; Durst 2009: 28; Kenmotsu 1990: 204; Martin 1813: 398-399; White 1975. 
25 Fort Stanwix, Rome, New York site analysis has review of American evidence see US National Parks Service 2008: 
Chapter 4, percentages of ‘Dutch’ spalls to French blade gunflints from various sites on Table 8. 
26 For example: a small gunflint from First Government House Site viewed at time of excavation in 1983-4; a small 
fragment of brown flint found in 2009 at the Casey & Lowe excavations of 15 Macquarie Street, Parramatta.  A similar 
musket gunflint was found at Port Essington in the Northern Territory, Allen 2008: 102-103.  Some 434 examples found in 
the 1788 La Pérouse wrecks, the ships recorded to have left France with a cargo of 30,000 gunflints, see Delaney 1989. 
27 Delaney 1989:121, quotes specifications cited in Hamilton and Fry 1971 and those provided by the Musée de la Pierre à 
Fusil, Meusnes France. 
28 New Republic 26 September 1969, quoted at http://pagesperso-orange.fr/bernard.langellier/centre/loir-cher.htm 
29 Musée de la Pierre à Fusil, Meusnes, France website. 

http://pagesperso-orange.fr/bernard.langellier/centre/loir-cher.htm
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Brandon during the war of the Spanish Succession (1701-1714).30  With the outbreak of the 
Napoleonic Wars in 1790 the French Government banned the export of gunflints and the British 
Government began a rapid expansion of gunflint production using blade flake technology at 
Brandon which had the best and most accessible flint.  Due to high demand this work expanded to 
include outlying villages of Brandon and other south-eastern localities.31 
 
Using the French flaking-hammer and then one of their own design the English knappers achieved 
long blade flakes with two parallel ribs (double-backed with three facets) from a core of good 
quality flint.  Those blades with one central rib (single-backed with two facets) were also accepted 
but were not as desirable.  With good flint the knapper could snap as many as four ‘square’ or two 
large and one small gunflint per flake.  In England the French style gunflint had been transformed 
into a more rectangular form by the first decades of the nineteenth century.  This English or 
prismatic style blade gunflint had four evenly bevelled sides with light secondary trimming on the 
straight heel and side edges done during the snap fracture of the successive bladelets (Figs. 17-19).  
The striking edge was finished by scraping it across a knapping hammer made from an old file after 
the gunflint had been separated from the flake.  By 1838-1848 when a consignment of French 
gunflints had been sent to Brandon for trimming they were seen as distinctively different with their 
‘gnawed’ heels.32  The best quality unflawed flint from Brandon was translucent dark brown or black 
and used to make many of the English rectangular prismatic gunflints that have been found in 
Australia.33 
 
A knapper at Brandon with average skill could produce 5,000-7,000 flakes a day.  An expert knapper 
could produce 10,000 flakes a day and an average of 500 finished gunflints per minute or 20,000 in 
an hour.  During the Napoleonic Wars the 13 workshops at Brandon had about 160 knappers who 
produced up to 1,140,000 gunflints a month.  Some 200 people were employed in the flint industry 
in Suffolk until 1832 when percussion guns began to supersede the flintlocks causing the gunflint 
industry in England to go into sharp decline.  The British Government purchased their last 
consignment of gunflints in 1838 and military muskets were finally replaced by percussion carbines 
in 1843.34  The last large scale order at Brandon of 11,000,000 carbine rifle gunflints went to Turkey 
just before the Crimean War.  Tinder-boxes with strike-a-light flints were also made for soldiers of 
the Boer War and World War I.  Gunflints and strike-a-lights are still being produced in small 
quantities today.  Gunflints could be reused for this latter purpose when they were worn or no 
longer needed as weapon components.35 
 
Blade gunflints, whether English or French in style had completely replaced gunspalls by c1825 in 
Europe, Britain, and the more populated parts of USA, Canada and probably Australia.  However, in 
the more remote locations and in the Middle East and Asia gunflints continued to be made for some 
years using the gunspall method, or were fabricated by bifacially chipping pebbles or flakes.  The 
bifacial technique was used around the world by many indigenous peoples as it related to their 
chipped stone traditions; or by those who lacked flaking experience or large enough source flint.  In 
remote or unresourced places it was also common to utilise dumped or abandoned ships’ ballast 
flint or to rework and recycle older gunflints.36 

                                            
30 Mitchell quoted in Clarke 1935 and White 1975.  See also Clarke 1935: 49-55; Knowles & Barnes 1937; White 1975: 68-
70.  Britain became involved in the War of the Spanish Succession in 1702, for a brief history see 
http://www.historyworld.net/wrldhis/PlainTextHistories.asp?historyid=ad06 
31 Clarke 1935; Hanson 1970; Holgate 1991; Kent 1983; Oakley 1975; Skertchley 1879; White 1975: 68-70. 
32 Clarke 1935: 51, 54; Holgate 1991; Oakley 1975: 26-28, Fig. 10; Shopland 2005: 78; White 1975:68. 
33 In Sydney the First Government House site see Proudfoot et al 1991: 96-97 colour plate; the Conservatorium, Sydney 
site context 1005/#4825; CSR site context 18/#5646.  In Parramatta the Children’s Court site context 3401/#26080; 
Parramatta Justice Precinct contexts 6033/#54135 and 6548/#53983.  Four musket-sized gunflints reused as strike-a-lights 
were found at Port Essington in the Northern Territory, Allen 2008: 102-103. 
34 Clarke 1935; Lotbiniere 1984; Skertchly 1879; Witthoft 1966. 
35 Clarke 1935: 51-52; Lotbiniere 1984: 209; Montague 1981: 63; Skertchly 1897; Witthoft 1966: 37-39. 
36 Blanchette 1975; Hanson 1970; Kenmotsu 1990; Kent 1983; White 1975. 

http://www.historyworld.net/wrldhis/PlainTextHistories.asp?historyid=ad06
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Country 
/Type 

Weapon Location/Date Ref 
Length Width Thickness 

inches mm inches mm inches mm 

England Ship’s cannon 
/carronade 

Invincible 1758 (unused) (B) 1.40 35.6 1.62 41.2   

Spall   1.53 38.8 1.50 38.0   

 Musket? Invincible 1758 (unused) (B) 1.25 31.7 1.40 35.6   

 Musket Invincible 1758 (unused) (B) 1.09 27.7 1.25 31.7   

 Rifle? Invincible 1758 (unused)  0.94 23.8 1.09 27.7   

England 
/Europe 
Spall 

Musket Macon Plateau, Georgia USA 
c1680-1730 (used) 

(Ha) 1.26 32 1.57 29.4   

  1.12 28.5 1.26 32   

 Old Kuskuskies USA c1748-50 (unused) (W) 1.06 26.9 1.2 30.5 0.3 7.9 

  Valley Forge USA 1777-78 (used) (W) 0.95 24.1 1.2 30.5   

  Pennsbury USA n.d. (unused) (W) 1.2 29.7 1.2 30.5   

 Rifle Macon Plateau, Georgia USA 
c1680-1730 (used) 

(Ha) 0.91 23 1.12 28.5   

   0.97 24.5 0.98 24.8   

   0.75 19 0.79 20   

Basic Spall 
Musket Presidio Pensacola Florida c1814 

(unused average size) 
H&H 1.37 34.9 1.21 30.8 0.44 11.2 

Modified 
Spall 

Musket 
Presidio Pensacola Florida c1814 
(unused average size) 

H&H 1.37 34.9 1.222 30.9 0.44 11.3 

France 
Blade 

Rampart Gun Meusnes specified 1797 (D) 1.59 40.4 1.2 30.5   

 
Louisbourg Canada 1713-58 
(average size) 

(D) 1.5 38.1 1.33 33.8   

 Musket Charleville (modern unused) (N) 1.125 28.6 1.0 25.4   

  Meusnes specified 1797 (D) 1.3 33.0 0.97 24.6   

  
Louisbourg Canada 1713-58 
(average size) 

(D) 1.2 30.5 1.06 26.9   

  Valley Forge USA 1777-78 (unused) (W) 1.4 35.6 1.45 36.8   

  
Pt Essington Northern Territory 
1838-1849 (slightly used) 

(A) 1.35 34.3 1.5 38.3   

 Pistol Large Meusnes specified 1797 (D) 0.88 22.4 0.71 18.0   

  
Louisbourg Canada 1713-58 
(average size) 

(D) 0.97 24.6 0.79 20.1   

 Pistol Small Meusnes specified 1797 (D) 0.71 18.0 0.71 18.0   

  
Louisbourg Canada 1713-58 
(average size) 

(D) 0.79 20.1 0.62 18.0   

 Pistol Pocket Valley Forge USA 1777-78 (used) (W) 0.8 20.3 0.8 20.3   

England 
Blade 

Wall Piece (after Skertchly 1879) (L,D) 2.0 50.8 1.5 38.1 0.5 12.7 

Musket Brown Bess (modern unused) (N) 1.25 31.8 1.125 28.6   

  (after Skertchly 1879) (L, D) 1.3 33.0 1.1 27.9 0.4 10.2 

  (Cyclopaedia 1819) (R) 1.625 41.3 1.25 31.8   

  Pt Essington Nthn Territory 
1838-1849 (used) 

(A) 1.14 29.0 1.19 30.4 0.39 9.9 

   1.3 33.0 1.07 27.1 0.36 9.2 

 Carbine (after Skertchly 1879) (L, D) 1.2 30.5 1.0 25.4 0.25 6.4 

  (Cyclopaedia 1819) (R) 1.25 31.8 1.0 25.4   

 Rifle (modern unused) (N) 1 25.4 0.875 22.2   

    0.75 19.1 0.75 19.1   

    0.875 22.2 0.75 19.1   

  
Risdon Cove Tasmania 
1803-1806 (used) 

(McG) 0.75 19 0.87 22 0.43 11 

 Pistol Horse (after Skertchly 1879) (L) 1.1 27.9 0.9 22.9 0.3 7.6 

 Pistol Pocket (after Skertchly 1879) (L) 0.75 19.1 0.65 16.5 0.2 5.1 

 Sporting 
gun/rifle 

Single barrel (after Skertchly 1879) (L) 1.0 25.4 0.85 21.6 0.2 5.1 

 Double barrel (after Skertchly 1879) (L) 1.0 25.4 0.7 17.8 0.25 6.4 

Table 1: Comparative sizes of historic and modern flaked gunflints, measurements in inches and mm. From 
(A) Allen 2008: 102-103, Fig. 104; (B) Bingeman 1985; (D) Delaney 1989 quoting Skertchly 1879 and 
Hamilton & Fry 1971; (Ha) Hanson 1970; (H&H) Honerkamp & Harris 2005; (L) Lotbiniere 1984; 
(McG) McGowan 1985: 138, Fig. 39; (N) Musket Slings, Flints & Accessories website 
http://www.najecki.com/; (R) Rees 1819; (W) Witthoft 1966. NB For double-edged musket, carbine 
or horse pistol gunflints 0.1 inch or 2.5mm should be added to the length (Lotbiniere 1984: 207). 

http://www.najecki.com/
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2.3 Gunflints from Contexts 7801 and 7804 

2.3.1 Gunflints and Strike-a-Lights 

A total of 12 gunflints were found at Fort Phillip, 11 in a deposit of ashy fireplace and room 
sweepings (7801) in the bomb-proof chamber and one on the surface of the 1850s courtyard fill 
(7804).  They were made of two kinds of flint using two different technologies, with 16.7 percent 
being British or European basic spall and 83.3 percent French blade types (Table 2, Fig. 21).37 
 
Half were from muskets while the other six were large enough to have been used in fort weapons 
such as rampart guns or the gunlocks of repositioned ships’ guns or carronades.  Many gunflints had 
signs of being struck by the frizzen during gunfire as well as by steel as strike-a-lights.  Two were 
double-edged and had perhaps been made originally as strike-a-lights rather than gunflints.  
Whether the artefacts were accidentally lost or deliberately discarded most had suffered little 
damage or surface erosion from post-depositional factors.  Due to the similarity of colour and form 
it is possible that the gunflint from the courtyard had been dislodged from the bomb-proof deposit 
during demolition. 
 

Colour Type Country Gun type 
Sub Type 
/Reuse 

#Cat L W Th From To #MIC 

Mottled 
grey 

Spall UK/ 
Europe 

Musket  68208 31.5 29.0 8.0 1650 1825 1 

   Strike-a-light? 68209 33.0 28.0 10.0 1650 1825 1 

Mid-dark 
mottled 
honey-
brown 

Blade France Rampart Gun/ 
Ships’ Gun/ 
Carronade 

 68210 38.5 38.0 14.0 1680 1830 1 

 
 used/ 

Strike-a-light? 
68211 37.0 40.0 9.0 1680 1830 1 

 
  used/ 

Strike-a-light? 
68212 35.3 35.3 6.2 1680 1830 1 

  
  Double-

edged/ 
Strike-a-light? 

68213 32.0 43.0 8.0 1680 1830 1 

  
 

 
Broken/ 
Strike-a-light? 

68217 37.5 21.0 10.0 1680 1830 1 

  
 

 
Broken/ 
Strike-a-light? 

68218 36.0 20.5 7.0 1680 1830 1 

   Musket  68214 33.0 35.0 11.0 1680 1830 1 

    used 68215 30.0 35.6 9.0 1680 1830 1 

    
used/ 
Strike-a-light? 

68228 31.0 35.0 10.0 1680 1830 1 

  
  Double-

edged?/ 
Strike-a-light? 

68216 27.0 36.0 10.0 1680 1830 1 

         TOTAL 12 

Table 2: Gunflints from contexts 7801 & 7804 (#68228 only), measurements in mm. 

2.3.2 Spalls 

The two spalls from Fort Phillip were made on near rectangular flakes of opaque mottled grey fine 
to medium-grained flint struck directly from a core (6801/#68208, #68209, Table 2, Fig. 21).  Both 
have been classified as basic gunspalls following the terminology of Honerkamp and Harris (Fig. 14 
top).38  Retaining a striking platform and tapering to a thin feather (distal) edge they have a distinct 
wedge-shaped profile.  The proximal edge or heel is slightly convex and the sides straight.  For one 
(#68208) the distal striking edge is slightly convex while the other appears straight.  The heel and 
sides have been retouched from the flat base (dorsal), whereas the distal has only minimal reverse 
trimming.  One of the spalls (#68208) appears barely used, whereas the other has scattered bifacial 
step-scars on the striking edge and deep notches on one side from use as a strike-a-light on one 
side.39  The spalls compare well with musket-sized published examples (Table 1). 

                                            
37 See Appendix 2 for artefacts found in the 2010 excavation. 
38 Honerkamp & Harris 2005: Fig. 7. 
39 The significance of step fractures in Kenmotsu 1990: 210-216. 
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Figure 21: Military ammunition and gunflints from bomb-proof chamber and courtyard. Front rows: cast 
iron shot used as grapeshot in rampart guns or carronades 7810/#68192. 3rd row (l-r): 
7801/#68210, #68211, #68012, #68017, #68013. 4th row: French blade musket gunflints 
7801/#68215, 7804/#68228, 7801/#68014, #68018, #68016. Back row: spalls 7801/#68208, #68209, 
cm scale. 

 
The spall gunflints from Fort Phillip were similar in fabric but not size to one found at Parramatta 
which had its original form obscured by wear during reuse as a strike-a-light.40  They were of good 
quality and similar to but more regularly and carefully made than the examples from the c1781 
unidentified British shipwreck off Yorktown Virginia, the Valley Forge site of the American 
Revolutionary War, dating to their winter of 1777-1781, and the La Pérouse ships L’Astrolabe and La 
Boussole, wrecked in 1788.41  Valley Forge had been occupied by American and French militia and 
volunteers, and the La Pérouse ships are recorded to have left France with 30,000 gunflints to use 
or trade.  It is likely that spalls from the latter two sites which also contained French blade gunflints 
were made in Europe not England. 
 
The most comparable spall gunflints to those from Fort Phillip, in fabric, form and quality, were the 
basic spall types from the c1814 unused gunflint cache at the Presidio Santa María de Galve, 
Pensacola, Florida (Fig. 14 top).  Although at first glance basic spalls appear very similar in form to 
the more rectangular modified spalls (Fig. 14 second from top) they were not made with the same 
hybrid spall/blade technique (see Section 2.2.4).  Modified spalls are equated with Skertchly’s 1879 
“Old English Gunflints” made at Brandon, England in the late eighteenth to early nineteenth-
centuries rather than in Europe, and have been found at the same Presidio site and on the 1805 
wreck of the Earl of Abergavenny.42  The overall similarities of the two types of Presidio spalls 
indicated to the excavator that they were probably made at the same location using identical flint 
perhaps just as the maker gained knowledge of the hybrid technique. 

                                            
40 Parramatta Justice Precinct at the site of Parramatta Convict Hospitals excavated by Casey & Lowe in 2005-2006, 
artefact 6331/#53235. 
41 Yorktown gunflints and flint pebbles: Johnston, Sands & Steffy 1978; Valley Forge: US National Parks Service 2008: Table 
8; Witthoft 1966.  La Pérouse ships in Delaney 1989. 
42 Honerkamp & Harris 2005; Lotbiniere 1984: 206. 
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2.3.3 Blades 

The ten blade gunflints from Fort Phillip were made from bladelets snapped at the proximal or near 
proximal end (one gunflint only) of blade flakes.  All the examples are French with the convex heels 
and straight sides retouched from the ventral surface and a bevelled straight striking edge made 
from a snap fracture.  The mid to dark honey-brown translucent flint with cream mottles is sourced 
only in France and is similar to known examples from the town of Meusnes (Table 2).43 
 
The six large-sized sub square gunflints (6801/#68210-#68213, #68217, #68218) with wedge-
trapezoidal profiles were made on a wide snapped blade at right angles to the percussion platform, 
with the convex heel being the original right ventral edge of the flake (Fig. 21).  All but one (#68212) 
were made on snapped bladelets that lay directly beside the platform, the thickest part of the 
blade, the bulb of percussion being thinned or removed during trimming.44  One darker brown 
example (#68210) is very thick and appears not have been used.  The more rectangular double-
edged example (#68213) had one slightly convex side similar to a heel.  It is possible that it had 
always been used as a strike-a-light along with one very similar musket-sized piece (#68216).  All the 
gunflint edges had a few scattered bifacial step scars probably from use with larger ones on the 
striking edges.  In addition, the single-backed gunflint (#68211) had several deeper scars that 
probably occurred when it was stuck by steel during reuse as a strike-a-light.  The large size of these 
gunflints indicates that they were used or intended for large weapons such as rampart guns, or 
artillery with attached gunlocks such as ship’s guns or carronades (Table 1). 
 
Of these large gunflints two (#68217-68218) had been accidentally or possibly deliberately snapped 
in half from striking edge to heel.  They have three original trimmed edges with a few step scars 
from use which are particularly invasive on the broken narrow striking edge.  This suggests their 
reuse as strike-a-lights but as these scars do not extend into the snapped side they may predate the 
break.  There is also slight scarring along the ventral edge of the snapped side which may be 
incidental or an indication that they were deliberately broken to create a smaller carbine or rifle-
sized gunflint.  The slightly longer and thicker gunflint (#68217) has a small flaw in the centre of the 
ventral surface that may have caused or aided the break. 
 
The four slightly smaller rectangular musket-sized gunflints (6801/#68214-#68216, 6804/#68228) 
were made on bladelets from the proximal end of a somewhat narrower and thinner blade.  One 
rectangular example (#68216), a possible strike-a-light, was double-edged with an irregular double-
back.  The other three had single-backs although evidence for double-backs may have been 
removed during trimming.  One slightly irregular piece (#68214) appears to have been made on a 
short flawed flake. 
 
There are many musket-sized French gunflints from published sites but relatively few in Australia 
(see Section 2.2.4).  Those from Fort Phillip compare well to unused gunflints from the American 
Revolutionary War encampment of Valley Forge in 1777-1778, as well as a single barely-used 
example from Port Essington in the Northern Territory occupied in c1838-1849.45  Due to its late 
date the latter may have been a traded item perhaps retained as a curiosity or for use as a strike-a-
light.  The musket blade forms at Fort Phillip are most comparable to those on the La Pérouse ships 
L’Astrolabe and La Boussole wrecked in 1788. 
 
Large square gunflints have not been previously recorded in Australia and could have been used at 
Fort Phillip in rampart guns, carronades or the larger 6-pounder guns known to be mounted on the 
ramparts in 1806.  They conform to the sizes of those made in 1797 at Meusnes, France for rampart 

                                            
43 Durst 2009: Fig. 6; Musée de la Pierre à Fusil, Meusnes, France website. 
44 This is different from the British method employed at Brandon by 1879 described by Skertchley whereby the extreme 
proximal and distal ends of the blade are discarded as waste, see Delaney 1989: Fig.1. 
45 Witthoft 1966: Fig 9f; Allen 2008: 102-103. 
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guns, and to earlier examples found at the Fortress of Louisbourg, Canada, occupied from 1713-
1758 (Table 1).46  Although they are French blade types these gunflints may also be compared to the 
large British spalls found on the HMS Invincible wrecked in 1758 and the HMS Ramillies (1860) that 
were probably used in the gunlocks of 9-pounder quarterdeck guns.47 
 
It is not known why the large gunflints from Fort Phillip were French blade types and not British 
spalls or blades.  They were probably part of early British Board of Ordnance stock, shipped to 
Sydney before or during the Napoleonic Wars.  Alternatively they could have been traded from La 
Pérouse when his ships visited Sydney in 1788 or American whalers.  The variety of knapping skills 
evident on the blade gunflints from these ships is very similar to those seen at Fort Phillip.  Although 
the largest recorded blade gunflints carried by La Pérouse were for muskets, some examples within 
this group and perhaps others not yet found may have been adequate for artillery gunlocks.  
Utilising non-standard gunflints was a well-known practice, as recorded on a Board of Ordnance 
minute of 20 October 1857 that suggested the substitution of common musket and carbine flints for 
cannon flints if the latter were deficient.48.  Such substitutions of musket for cannon and French for 
English gunflints may also have happened at Fort Phillip, defended at a time when there may have 
been shortages of munitions in the colony due to distance and the drain on resources in Britain 
because of the wars with Napoleon. 
 
 

                                            
46 Delaney 1989: 121-122; Hamilton & Fry 1971. 
47 Bingeman 1985, 2008. 
48 Delaney 1989: 121-122, Fig. 3; Bingeman 2008. 
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3.0 Significant Contexts 
All the 194 artefacts were found in contexts 7801, 7804, 7808, 7810 and 7815 (Table 3).  Within the 
bomb-proof the original plaster floor surface (7803) and fill deposits (7812, 7813), and the clay 
levelling patch inside the doorway (7802) contained no finds.  The significance of these contexts will 
be discussed using information provided by the objects.  Please note that the following 
abbreviations are used to identify fabric in the database and the tables: cu=copper, aes=copper 
alloy, fe=iron, bc=bone china, few=fine earthenware, svfew= semi-vitreous fine earthenware, 
stw=stoneware. 
 

Context General Function Special Function Shape Fabric Adjusted # Items 

7801 architectural non-structural plate fe 1 

  structural brad fe 1 

   brick clay 1 

   nail fe 11 

  window flat glass 1 

 arms weapon gunflint flint 11 

 beverage beer/wine bottle glass 2 

 h'hold/industrial fuel coal coal 1 

 personal accessory clip aes 1 

  clothing button bone 1 

    brass 2 

 recreation smoking pipe kaolin 13 

 transport/industrial vehicle/machinery wheel fe 0 

 unid container bottle stw 2 

  unid unid aes 1 

7804 architectural finish render concrete/hair 2 

  non-structural bolt & chain fe 1 

   bracket fe 1 

  structural bolt & nut fe 1 

   brick clay 1 

  window flat glass 2 

 arms gun grapeshot fe 10 

  weapon gunflint flint 1 

 beverage aerated water bottle glass 1 

  beer/wine bottle glass 3 

  cream bottle glass 1 

  gin/schnapps bottle glass 1 

  gin bottle glass 2 

  ginger beer bottle stw 1 

  stout bottle stw 1 

 clerical gum bottle glass 1 

 economy currency coin cu 1 

 food condiment stopper glass 1 

  preparation/serving bowl few 1 

  preparation/tableware saucer few 1 

   saucer svfew 1 

  sauce stopper glass 1 

  tableware egg cup svfew 1 

   plate few 8 

    svfew 1 

   tumbler glass 2 

  teaware cup bc 2 

    few 1 

   saucer few 1 

 personal clothing button bone 1 

    brass/aes 1 

  hygiene ewer few 1 

 pharmaceutical container bottle glass 1 

  medicine bottle glass 2 

  poison bottle glass 1 

 recreation smoking pipe kaolin 1 

  toy marble clay 1 

   sugar bowl porc 1 

   Triceratops pvc 1 
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Context General Function Special Function Shape Fabric Adjusted # Items 

7804 storage container jar/bottle stw 1 

 transport/industrial vehicle/machinery wheel fe 1 

 unid container bottle stw 2 

  unid container glass 1 

   unid bc 1 

   unid few 10 

   unid svfew 1 

7808 architectural structural brick clay 1 

   nail fe 11 

 arms gun grapeshot fe 7 

 personal clothing button bone 1 

   button brass 1 

  groom nail pick bone 1 

 recreation smoking pipe kaolin 12 

 unid container bottle stw 1 

   wire cu 1 

7810 architectural structural brick clay 2 

 arms gun grapeshot fe 14 

 recreation smoking pipe kaolin 9 

 unid unid unid stw 1 

7815 architectural window flat glass 1 

 beverage container decant glass 1 

 food tableware stemware glass 1 

    TOTAL 194 

 Table 3: All the artefacts found at Observatory Hill during 2008. 

 
 
3.1 7801 Deposit – fireplace and occupation sweepings in bomb proof rebuild 
Context 7801 comprised loose ashy and sandy fireplace and room sweepings that had accumulated 
or been dumped into the fireplace and spilled out along the northern wall of the bombproof door 
towards the doorway.  Although seen in section, the deposit was not excavated within the fireplace 
as this rectangular area was completely covered by a large stone block mortared flush into the 
north wall which if undermined risks structural collapse.49 
 
The sieved excavated part of the deposit contained 49 artefacts of which most were not burnt.  Of 
these the greatest number was building hardware, followed by gunflints and smoking pipes.  The 
majority of items that could be dated had been made during the first half of the nineteenth century, 
with the exception of the marked trouser buttons and possibly the stoneware bottle (Table 4).  The 
#MIC from this context was adjusted by assigning the spoke fragment found within it (7801) to the 
later context (7804) where the bulk of the wheel was found (Table 5). 
 
The condition of the artefacts indicates that many had not been thrown directly into a hot fire but 
rather were lost, discarded or perhaps even stored within the room and later added to fireplace 
coals and ashes.  The combined ashy and sandy deposit was then used to raise the level of the floor 
and doorway area during a rebuild of the north wall of the chamber when the fireplace was no 
longer required.  According to the dates when the artefacts were made this event occurred after 
1828, most probably in the 1830s.  The architectural items may have chipped-off or fallen from the 
chimney or bomb-proof’s superstructure or internal fittings.  It is possible some were trodden-in to 
the deposit during the 1850s demolition.  The crown glass fragments shows that at some time 
panes were stored in the chamber as it is unlikely that a bomb proof would have had a glazed 
window.  The metal hardware is also instructive, with the presence of a distinctive brad suggesting 
that the room may have had a timber floor, shelves or even a partly enclosed stair beside the 
doorway.  Gaps in these room features would allow small items to fall through along with sand and 
dust.  The iron nails were all hand-forged on nail rod, a type that remained popular in Australia for 

                                            
49 The stone block was removed and surrounding deposits excavated in April 2010.  The fireplace has been reinterpreted 
as a probable doorway, see Appendix 2. 
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general construction until c1870 when wire-drawn nails began to take over the market.  They still 
continue to be made in small numbers today for specialised work.  From c1809 other types of cut 
and machine-made brads and nails were invented and marketed locally for a range of structural or 
non-structural purposes. 
 

Gen 
Function 

Spec 
Function 

Shape Fabric Type Country Manuf From To 
Adjust 
#Items 

architectural 
non- 
structural 

plate fe      1 

 structural brad fe    1810  1 

  brick clay Sstock Aus/Syd  1800 1850 1 

  nail fe      2 

       1788 1890 9 

 window flat glass     1860 1 

arms weapon gunflint flint Blade France  1717 1830 9 

    Spall England  1650 1825 2 

beverage beer/wine bottle glass      2 

h'hold/ 
industrial fuel coal coal 

     
1 

personal accessory clip aes      1 

 clothing button bone 
4-hole concave eye 
flat rim 

    1 

   aes 
4-hole trouser 
improved four holes 

  1820  2 

recreation smoking pipe kaolin      10 

     Aus/Syd 
William 

Cluer 
1802 1846 1 

     Aus/Syd 
Samuel 
Elliott 

1828 1840 1 

    Leaf     1 

transport/ 
industrial 

vehicle/ 
machine 

wheel fe      0 

unid container bottle stw  UK/Aus  1800 1930 2 

 unid unid aes      1 

       TOTAL 49 

 Table 4: Artefacts from context 7801. 
 

 
The most interesting artefacts in this context are a group of 11 musket and rampart gun, cannon or 
carronade gunflints, of which several were used or reused as strike-a-lights (see Section 2.3, Fig. 
21).  More gunflints are likely to be beneath the stone in the fireplace where the deposit was not 
excavated.  According to the type of flint, technology and style nine of the gunflints had been made 
in France and two in England or Europe.  An identical used French musket gunflint found on the 
weathered surface of the later courtyard deposit (7804) had possibly been dropped by a soldier 
during the occupation of the fort or disturbed from the chamber when it was demolished in the 
1850s.  Flint strike-a-lights, used to light fires, were often stored in tinderboxes and were a regular 
part of a soldier’s kit.  This group (7801) had probably been stored together and left conveniently 
beside the fireplace, perhaps in a small bag, and were subsequently scattered within the deposit.  
They were not burnt so had not been thrown into a lit fire or hot coals.  Alternatively they may have 
been discarded onto the floor when newer more desirable English blade gunflints were obtained 
(and retained so not found).  Because of the usefulness of strike-a-lights in everyday life of the early 
nineteenth century it is odd that they were dumped and not retained for this function alone, 
particularly in Sydney where there was no locally available flint. 
 
The gunflints were probably brought to the colony during the first few decades of settlement, 
perhaps even as part of the original military stores on the First Fleet in 1788.  Certainly it must have 
been at a time when they were still pre-eminent or at least usable in the weapons of the day.  
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However, the few that remained unused, the reuse of many others as strike-a-lights and the 
absence of any English blade gunflints strongly indicate that at the time of deposition (in 7801) they 
had become obsolete.  For use in weaponry this could have occurred by c1820, the actual date 
depending on when the British soldiers at Fort Phillip or the owner of the flints were equipped with 
the English prismatic gunflints made from c1780.  Although the colony was first settled when large-
scale English blade gunflint production was starting at Brandon in Suffolk, the personnel being sent 
to Sydney would have been initially equipped with gunflints from British ordnance stock.  Before the 
1780s these gunflints had been mostly French blade types with a smaller proportion of spalls made 
in England or Europe (see Section 2.2.4).  This stock must have run out during the early years of the 
Napoleonic Wars.  Until this occurred it is probable that the majority of the new English blade 
gunflints would have been initially sent to the battlefront closer to home rather than a distant penal 
colony. 
 
In addition to the requirements of war, distance and expense of transport may have caused French 
and spall gunflints to be generally used in Australia well past the time they became obsolete in 
Britain or even the Americas.  Opportunities to obtain additional French gunflints or outmoded 
gunspalls would have occurred at maritime ports on the way and from American trading ships and 
whalers that visited Sydney.  It is also possible that when La Pérouse was in Sydney in 1788 he 
traded some of his store of 30,000 gunflints to the colonial government. 
 
The buttons from context 7801 were examples of common bone and metal utilitarian types (Fig. 
22).  The worn bone button had been made from animal bone using a button bit or lathe that did 
not leave a central hole.  The stamped-out 4-hole copper alloy button with ‘IMPROVED FOUR 
HOLES’ in relief around the border was an early flattish form of those worn on men’s trousers.  
Although research into the evolution of trouser buttons is still ongoing these examples were 
probably made before metal trouser buttons were mass produced from the 1850s using small 
machines and often marked with the names of clothing retailers or type descriptions.50  As none of 
the buttons had been burnt they are likely to have fallen from someone’s clothing or had been 
stored in the chamber. 
 
Locally manufactured items in this context were the sandstock brick and two of the pipes, with the 
stoneware bottle being too fragmentary to be identified as being made in Australia or Britain.51  
Two pipes were marked by their makers William Cluer and Samuel Elliott in Sydney (Fig. 23).  Cluer, 
an ex-convict, was one of the earliest local pipe makers whose business continued to be run until 
c1846 by his wife Mary Morgan after his death in 1824.  Samuel Elliott of Clarence Street was part 
of a pipemaking family who operated in Sydney in c1828-1840.  It appears that all local pipemaking 
businesses finally closed in the 1840s due to economic conditions and heavy competition from 
Britain and the Netherlands.  The moulded leaf decoration on one pipe bowl was a common motif 
during the nineteenth-century manufacture in many countries.52 

                                            
50 Peacock 1978; Lindbergh 1999. 
51 Gemmell 1986; Varman 1993. 
52 Ayto 1994; Gojak & Stuart 1999.  Pipe dating in this report follows Wilson 1999. 
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Figure 22: Miscellaneous items of soldiers or Signal Masters' families from bomb-proof chamber and 

courtyard. Front: whittled bone nail pick 7808/#68229. Centre: British 1853 penny reverse 
7804/#68186. Buttons left-right: gilded brass Golden Age 7804/#68185, 4-hole trouser 'improved 
four holes' 7801/#68180 (1 of 2), 4-hole bone 7801/#68179, 5-hole bone 7808/#68202, 4-hole bone 
7804/#68184, 4-hole trouser 'improved four holes' 7801/#68180, brass flat jacket 7808/#68203, cm 
scale. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 23: Kaolin smoking pipes of soldiers from bomb-proof chamber. Front row left-right: bowl/stem 

fragments, one with pinched spur 7808/#68193, three made by William Cluer, Sydney 
7810/#68205 (2) and 7801/#68171. Middle row: stem fragments, one with leaf vine relief 
decoration 7808/#68197, one made by Samuel Elliott 7801/#68174 and another by Joseph Elliot, 
Sydney 7808/#68195, and one bowl fragment with leaf relief decoration up seam 7801/#68172. 
Back row: three modified mouthpieces 7801/#68178 (2 above) and 7810/#68206, six plain stem 
fragments 7810#68207, cm scale. 
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3.2 7804 Fill - courtyard adjacent to inner rampart wall 1850s 

Context 7804 comprised mixed fill that had been used to backfill the bomb proof and level the 
courtyard area adjacent to the inner rampart wall in the late 1850s when Fort Phillip was 
demolished.  Within the large sample taken of this fill were 80 items of diverse function and date 
(Table 5).  A number of artefacts that had been discarded before and during the fort’s occupation 
were moved from their original location and mixed with demolition rubble.  The courtyard 
continued to be used until the 1990s by the Signal Masters’ families and visitors to the Observatory 
who left artefacts that subsequently became incorporated into the fill.  These items ranged from a 
barely worn 1853 British penny to a modern plastic dinosaur (Figs. 21-24). 
 
Several objects relate to the military occupation of the site, such as the ten cast iron shot and 
probably some of the architectural hardware and window glass.  Grapeshot was an anti-personnel 
projectile comprising iron shot or balls grouped within a canvas bag or a container that scattered 
over a wide area once fired from artillery guns or carronades (see Section 2.2).53  The individual shot 
with a diameter of 25mm (1 inch) were identical to those found within the bomb proof structure, 
contexts 7808 and 7810, where they were all probably stored before the fort was demolished.54  
However, the shot from 7804 may represent a separate cache in the courtyard conveniently located 
beside the rampart wall that was either overlooked or considered obsolete or too rusty to use when 
the fort was demolished. 
 
As ten was not a common number of shot within grapeshot projectiles they may have been 
stockpiled individually.  If the shot was used prior to c1800 when British land services still used 
wooden bases and spindles, they could have been part of one or more quilted grapeshot which had 
broken and decomposed.  This disintegration may have begun to occur before the grapeshot was 
disturbed and redeposited in the levelling fill. 
 
The iron bracket, wheel, bolts, glass and concrete render with cut sections of white hair may have 
been part of the fort or Sydney Observatory building.  The buttons, creamware ewer and the 
smoking pipe could have been used by soldiers or other occupants and visitors.  The bone button 
was similar to that in a slightly later context (7801).  The domed gilded button, marked on the back 
“TREBLE GILT”, was one of the popular British Golden Age types worn on male non-military jackets 
in c1820-c1850 (Fig. 22).55 
 

                                            
53 Grapeshot could be 1 or more inches in diameter.  See National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, London # KTP1094 
www.nmm.ac.uk/collections; also Aeragon online definitions and illustrations of ammunition including grapeshot and 
quilted shot, www.aeragon.com; and the HMS Victory website for information on comparable ammunition and naval guns 
such as carronades, www.hms-victory.com 
54 Context 7808 contained seven iron grapeshot and context 7810 had a group of 14 in a depression in a disturbed plaster 
floor at the western end of the bomb proof. 
55 Houart 1977; Peacock 1978; Lindbergh 1999. 

http://www.nmm.ac.uk/collections
http://www.aeragon.com/
http://www.hms-victory.com/
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Gen Function Spec Function Shape Fabric Type Country Manuf Product From To 
Adjust 
#Items 

architectural finish render 
concrete 
/hair 

Lime       1840  2 

 non-structural bolt & chain fe           1 

  bracket fe         1850  1 

 structural bolt & nut fe           1 
  brick clay Sstock Aus/Syd     1800 1850 1 

 window flat glass           1 
             1860 1 

arms gun grapeshot fe           10 

 weapon gunflint flint Blade Fra   1680 1830 1 

beverage 
aerated 
water 

bottle glass   Aus/Syd     John Starkey 1875 1912 1 

 beer/wine bottle glass           2 

             1860 1 

 cream bottle glass   Aus   
 Devondale 
Cream Co. 

1970  1 

 
gin/ 
schnapps 

bottle glass           1 

 gin bottle glass          1850 2 

 ginger beer bottle stw   Aus/Syd    John Munro 1842 1854 1 

 stout bottle stw   UK/Aus     1800 1930 1 

cleric gum bottle glass   Aus     1890 1970 1 

economy currency coin cu Penny       1853 1853 1 

food condiment stopper glass   Eng       1 

 
preparation 
/serving 

bowl few   UK     1830  1 

 preparation 
/tableware 

saucer few   UK     1840 1860 1 
 saucer svfew   UK     1860  1 

 sauce stopper glass   Eng   
Holbrook 
& Co. 

1872 1957 1 

 tableware egg cup svfew   UK     1840  1 

  plate few   UK     1780 1840 1 
      UK     1780 1860 1 

      UK     1800 1870 2 
      UK     1810 1870 1 
      UK     1816 1870 1 

      UK     1830  1 
      UK     1830 1930 1 

   svfew   UK     1840  1 

  tumbler glass           1 
      Aus     1924  1 

 teaware cup bc   UK     1850  2 
   few   UK     1800 1870 1 

  saucer few   UK     1800 1870 1 

personal clothing button bone 
4-hole 
concave eye 
rolled rim 

        1 

   brass/au 
Dome 
Golden Age 

UK     1820 1850 1 

 hygiene ewer few   UK     1780 1830 1 

pharmaceutical container bottle glass   Aus 
Australian Glass 
Manufacturers 

  1930  1 

 medicine bottle glass         1930  1 

      Japan   
W.H. Comstock 
Morses Indian Root 
Pills Dose 2 - 4 

1920  1 

 poison bottle glass         1930  1 

recreation smoking pipe kaolin           1 

 toy marble clay 
Clay 
mach made 

USA/Can 
Europe     

1800 1918 1 

  sugar bowl porc   Japan     1900 1940 1 

  Triceratops pvc   USA  Disney  McDonalds 1998  1 

storage container jar/bottle stw   UK/Aus     1835  1 

transport/ 
industrial 

vehicle/ 
machine wheel fe         

  1 
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Gen Function Spec Function Shape Fabric Type Country Manuf Product From To 
Adjust 
#Items 

unid container bottle stw   UK/Aus     1800 1930 2 

 unid container glass           1 

  unid bc   UK     1800  1 

   few   UK     1800 1870 6 
      UK     1810  1 
      UK     1830  1 
      UK     1830 1930 2 

   svfew   UK     1840  1 

        TOTAL 80  

Table 5: Artefacts from context 7804. 
 

 
Of the 80 objects from this context 31, or 38.8 percent, related to food and drink storage, 
preparation, serving and consumption.  In addition there were 16 other containers and ceramic 
vessels used for pharmaceuticals and unidentified substances.  Although some of the ceramics were 
made in the early nineteenth century, the range of domestic wares in the fill indicates that many 
were probably used in the households of the Signal Masters rather than by the soldiers.  The 
tablewares and teawares comprised a series of fine earthenware plates, saucers and other forms 
such as an egg cup and a glass tumbler.  The decoration of the ceramics included scalloped rims 
with blue or green edging, transfer printed florals and vines, as well as willow pattern and other 
scenes.  In contrast many of the beverage and all of the pharmaceutical bottles were made after the 
1850s.  Most of the food or beverage items came from Britain, including the stopper from a 
Holbrook’s sauce bottle.  A few bottles were marked by well-known Australian manufacturers of 
ginger beer, aerated waters and even pasteurized cream, such as John Munro (1842-1854), John 
Starkey (1860-1911/1912) and the Devondale Cream Company (c1970-present).56  The bottle that 
contained the W.H. Comstock Morse’s Indian Root Pills, a patent medicine commonly used in many 
parts of the world, was made in Japan from c1920.57 
 
Presence of children at the site was limited to isolated objects deposited over a long period of time 
such as the single c1800-1918 machine-rolled clay marble, a marked porcelain sugar bowl from a 
toy teaset made in Japan from c1920 and a c1998 plastic toy figurine (Fig. 24).58  The first items may 
have belonged to a Signal Master’s family but the more recent were brought to Observatory Hill by 
visiting children and lost in the grounds well after the fort had been demolished.  Marbles were 
usually used in children’s games but could also have been part of those played by adults.  Dolls and 
teasets became common items of play for female children from Victorian times.  The small sugar 
bowl with a partial lustre glaze had a hand-painted blue, yellow and black design of a girl in a 
bonnet and apron holding flowers.  The most recent item in the assemblage was a pvc McDonalds 
toy in the form of a triceratops dinosaur made by Walt Disney Manufacturing.  Although it is not the 
standard type advertised and collected worldwide the toy is a variant of a Happy Meal Disney's 
Animal Kingdom toy of 1998.59 
 

                                            
56 John Munro and John Starkey see Boow 1991: 161; Ford 1995; Smith 2002: 2.  Devondale cream bottle filled at St 
Marys, Sydney, see www.devondale.com.au 
57 Comstock patent medicines manufactured in USA 1835-1948 and in Australia until the 1980s, see Fike 1987: 202. 
58 Marbles see Opie & Opie 1997; Randall 1971.  Dollhouses & teasets see Coysh & Henrywood 1982: 368; Hillier 1968: 
104-105; Noël Hume 1969: 313-314. 
59 The first Happy Meal Toy was sold in the USA in 1979, McDonalds opened its first restaurant in Australia at Yagoona, 
Sydney, see www.mcdonalds.com.au 
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Figure 24: Children's games and toys from courtyard context 7804.  Left-right: plastic triceratops dinosaur 
from a McDonalds Happy Meal made by Disney Manufacturing #68189, machine-rolled clay marble 
#68187 and hand-painted porcelain teaset sugarbowl made in Japan #68188, cm scale. 

 
 
3.3 7808 Deposit – occupation bomb proof or munitions store 1820s-1850s 
Context 7808 covered the central and northwest parts, or 25 percent, of the bomb proof.  It 
contained 36 artefacts in a matrix of loam and sand with a large amount of charcoal and sandstone 
rubble (Table 6, Figs. 22-23).  All the catalogued items came from the structure or were consistent 
with being stored or used by soldiers of the fort in the 1830s or 1840s.  The brick fragment and the 
nails were the same hand-made types as found in a slightly later room deposit (7801).  The seven 
cast iron balls were identical to those described in two other contexts (7804 and 7810, Fig. 21).  It is 
possible that all the shot on the site had either lain or been dislodged from this particular 
occupation deposit (7808) where they were probably stockpiled loose or within bagged quilted 
grapeshot.  No evidence was found in the room of grapeshot bases, spindles or caps, whether made 
of wood or iron, which would help in interpreting the nature of the stored shot and their date.  In 
the British Army and Navy only iron completely was used for grapeshot and other projectiles from 
c1800 (see Section 2.2.3).60 
 
The two buttons were lost from inner or outer garments worn in the first decades of the 1800s (Fig. 
22).  The 5-hole bone button was cut out of animal bone using a small button bit that formed the 
central hole before the other four were hand-drilled.  These types of buttons were commonly made 
until the end of the eighteenth century with production ceasing in c1830.  Although it had no 
insignia, the brass flat jacket button with a soldered alpha shank was made after c1800 and was 
possibly worn on a soldier’s uniform.61  An occupant of the room may have whittled the (finger/toe) 
nail pick from a sheep’s rib bone after a meal of mutton.  It was found whole but weathered, its 
unworn tip possibly also used for engraving soft materials. 
 
 
 
 

                                            
60 McConnell 1988. 
61 Bianchi, Bianco & Mahoney 2006; Houart 1977; Iacono 1999: 46-50; Klippel & Schroedl 1999; Lindbergh 1999; Noël 
Hume 1969: Fig. 23; Olsen 1963; Peacock 1978. 
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Gen 
Function 

Spec 
Function 

Shape Fabric Type Country Manuf From To 
Adjust 
#Items 

architectural structural brick clay Sstock Aus/Syd   1800 1850 1 

  nail fe       1788 1890 10 

          1810   1 

arms gun grapeshot fe           7 

personal clothing button aes 5-hole flat rim       1830 1 

    
Flat jacket alpha 
shank 

     1800  1 

 grooming nail pick bone      1 

recreation smoking pipe kaolin           8 

            1850 1 

      Aus/Syd 
Joseph 
Elliott 

1828 1840 2 

    Vine Leaf         1 

unid container bottle stw   UK/Aus   1800 1930 1 

 unid wire cu           1 

       TOTAL 36 

 Table 6: Artefacts from context 7808. 
 
 

Of the fragments from at least 12 clay pipes, two were marked by the Sydney pipemaker Joseph 
Elliott who operated at Market Wharf from c1828-1840.  Joseph, the brother of Samuel who made a 
pipe found in a slightly later deposit (7801), appears to have been the more popular maker of the 
two as his pipes are more commonly found on local archaeological sites.  The other items from this 
context (7808) were a single fragment of a stoneware container made in UK or Australia from 1800-
1930 and a small section of copper wire that may have been part of a bottle closure. 
 
3.4 7810 Deposit – clay levelling floor patches of bomb proof 
Context 7810 was compacted orange clay that had been used to level a depression in the south-
western plaster surface of the bomb proof.  A similar and probably contemporary clay levelling 
deposit (7802) was in front of the doorway.  Within this rather disturbed patch (7810) were 26 
artefacts made locally or in Britain from the early 1800s (Table 7, Fig 21, 23). 
 

Gen 
Funct 

Spec 
Funct 

Shape Fabric Type Country Manuf From To 
Adjust 
#Items 

architectural structural brick clay Sstock Aus/Syd   1800 1850 2 

arms gun grapeshot fe           14 

recreation smoking pipe kaolin       7 
      Aus/Syd William Cluer 1802 1846 2 

unid unid unid stw   UK/Aus   1800 1930 1 

       TOTAL 26 

 Table 7: Artefacts from context 7810. 
 
 

The most significant was a collection of 14 iron shot used in grapeshot projectiles identical to those 
from the occupation deposit directly above (7808) and the 1850s courtyard fill (7804).  The two 
pipes made by William Cluer in Sydney and another unmarked example had been smoked long 
enough for the clay to become badly stained and the stems to break down to short stubs that were 
modified as mouthpieces which show mouth and teethwear (Fig.25).  These features are indications 
of a bad habit as well as a lack of available pipes that is known to have plagued smokers in the early 
colony.  It is probable that all these artefacts became mixed with the spread clay during occupation 
of the room that left an overlying discrete deposit (7808) to the northwest.  It is less likely that 
these items were discarded by the first users of the chamber before the floor was repaired. 
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Figure 25: Kaolin smoking pipe bowl/stem fragments from bomb-proof chamber made by William Cluer, 

Sydney and marked on spur 'W' and 'C', 7810/#68205 (2), mm scale. 

 
 
3.5 7815 Fill - in the base of SE corner pit in bomb proof 1850s 
Context 7815 comprised a brown sandy fill containing degraded sandstone and burnt timber 
fragments.  It was found at the base of a small pit dug into the natural clay (7814) at the south east 
corner of the bomb proof.  The northern side of the tapered pit corresponded to the edge of the 
bedrock.  The artefacts in the fill included fragmentary animal bone, crown window glass, part of a 
stemmed fluted glass and the neck of a facetted decanter (Table 8, Fig. 26).  They were similar to 
those in the courtyard fill (7804) and may have slipped from the rubbish-strewn or derelict room’s 
floor surface just after the hole was dug.  The upper part of the pit was backfilled with sterile 
building rubble probably during demolition of the bomb proof (7818). 
 

Gen 
Function 

Spec 
Function 

Shape Fabric Type Country From To 
Adjust 
#Items 

architectural window flat glass    1860 1 
beverage container decanter glass   1790  1 
food tableware stemware glass   1850  1 

      TOTAL 3 

 Table 8: Artefacts from context 7815. 
 

Why the pit was located in this particular place in the bomb proof is unknown but as the lowest fill 
contained stemware made from c1850 then it must have been excavated shortly before or during 
the demolition of the fort.  One explanation could be that this part of the room contained a deep 
support for a heavy internal fitting or piece of equipment that had to be removed during 
demolition.  Alternatively the work may have been undertaken to investigate buckling walls that 
threatened the stability of the structure or to correct floor subsidence where the bedrock sloped 
steeply downward.  If so then it may have been part of a program of alterations that included the 
strengthening of the north wall by blocking-up the fireplace (see 7801). 
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Figure 26: Glass tableware fragments from lower pit fill 7815 inside bomb-proof chamber. Left-right: fluted 

stemware #57852 and facetted decanter #57853. 
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4.0 Results 
The results of the analysis are now discussed within the framework of the historical phases of the 
site aided by the TPQ and TAQ dates for each context.  This can give a clearer picture of when the 
activities at Observatory Hill occurred, the lifespan of the structures and whether there are any 
obvious intrusive items.  The TPQ (Terminus Post Quem) is the earliest known date of manufacture 
for the most recent artefact within each context, giving an absolute date before which the context 
cannot have been constructed or finally deposited.  The TAQ (Terminus Ante Quem) is the latest 
date which the most recent artefact was known to have been made.  It should be noted that the 
artefact assemblage was relatively small and came from only five contexts (Table 9). 
 

STRUCTURAL PHASE ACTIVITY FEATURE CONTEXT TPQ TAQ 

Natural Landscape 
-1794+ 

 clay 7814   

Fort Phillip 
1804-1806 

Construction 
inner rampart wall 7805   

outer rampart wall 7816   

 bomb proof walls 7806   

  
packing fill 

7809   

  7812   
   7813   

  bomb proof plaster floor 7803   

Gunpowder Magazine 
in bomb proof 

1815-1850s 

Reuse/maintenance 
levelling clay patch 7802   

levelling clay patch (disturbed) 7810 1802 1930 

Occupation deposit 7808 1828 1930 

Alterations 1830s 
North wall stabilisation 

northern deposit/fill 
below blocked fireplace 

7801 1820 1930 

Demolition/levelling 
Bomb-proof & 
Rampart walls 

pit cut & lower fill 7815 1850 1860 

 
pit upper fill 7818   

courtyard fill 7804 1998 1998 

Signal Master’s Cottage 
Construction 

courtyard flagging 7817   

1848- lean-to flagging 7811   

Modern Carpark Construction bitumen surface    

  Table 9: Fort Phillip 2008 contexts and catalogued artefacts TPQ & TAQ. 
 

The rectangular bomb-proof chamber (7806) recessed into the inner rampart wall (7805) of Fort 
Phillip was sunk into the sloping hill and entered by a door in the west end of the north wall beside 
a recessed fireplace.  The internal walls and floor were plastered and the whole covered by a barrel-
vaulted roof.  Initially designed to store munitions, the bomb proof may have also housed other 
goods needed at the fort especially when other rooms were not completed.  The chamber could 
have also sheltered soldiers that were warmed by the fireplace originally intended to keep 
gunpowder dry. 
 
Within the bomb-proof the first plaster floor surface (7803) lay on fill deposits (7812, 7813). Clay 
with crushed sandstone (7802) was then spread above a series of stepped large stones inside the 
doorway.  This re-levelling may have been done to make entry easier shortly after the original floor 
was laid or during repairs in c1815.  A smoothing trowel, foot-traffic or something laid upon the clay 
surface made it become smooth.  Unfortunately the lack of artefacts in all these contexts precludes 
their absolute dating. 
 
Possibly the earliest artefactual evidence for the occupation of the bomb proof was within the clay 
(7810) used to level the south-western part of the floor, a repair that is probably contemporary with 
the clay near the door (7802).  Unfortunately, as this patch (7810) was disturbed it was not possible 
to tell whether the items in it related to the use of the room before or after the repair, with the 
latter being most likely.  All of the artefacts from the clay patch could have been made, used and 
discarded over a period of two to three decades from c1803.  An early date is feasible as even well-
used clay pipes do not have a long lifespan and two of them were made locally so did not have far 
to travel.  The 14 iron shot are what you would expect to be stored, but perhaps not abandoned, in 
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the chamber at any time after it was constructed.  They were identical to the seven shot found in 
the overlying north-western occupation deposit (7808) from which they were probably disturbed.  
This occupation deposit (7808) appears to have accumulated directly onto the patched floor surface 
with no evidence for a timber floor.  Such a floor or shelves, however, would have been useful in 
preventing damp from ruining stored munitions. 
 
In the 1830s a reconsideration of the stability and function of the chamber was done, perhaps 
driven by obvious structural weakness or to address changing requirements.  The most curious 
activity was evident with the deposit (7801) found in the fireplace and beside the north wall which 
comprised occupation debris that may have been partly swept up from the rest of the room.  Used 
to support a large stone during the neat blocking-up of the fireplace this fine sandy loam was similar 
to the deposit (7808) found directly below it to the west which had less burnt fire debris. 
 
Other structural work probably included repairs to the walls and barrel vault, as well as changes to 
the function of the south-eastern corner of the room where a deep pit was dug shortly before the 
possibly derelict chamber was demolished in the 1850s.  Perhaps done to salvage a large 
installation, the work caused a small deposit (7815) to fall into the hole from the surface of the 
room before it was backfilled with rubble (7818).  In the 1850s the surviving footings of the 
chamber and the surrounding courtyard were covered in a mixed levelling fill (7804) that contained 
objects left in the courtyard and those dragged from within the room and other parts of the fort.  As 
the courtyard then lay open to foot traffic and was used for a variety of household activities by the 
Signal Masters’ families and other visitors many items continued to be dropped onto the surface 
until recent times.  Due to weathering processes these artefacts have become incorporated into the 
same fill.  Finally the area was covered in a thin bitumen surface. 
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5.0 Conclusion 
The brief excavation at Observatory Hill that was undertaken to answer several research questions 
about Fort Phillip has resulted in some answers, new information and unexpected discoveries.  
Although small, the artefactual assemblage allows us to glimpse into the lives of the soldiers who 
lived in and defended Fort Phillip in 1804-1806 and the later munitions stores.  Some of the items 
were worn on clothing and used for recreation and personal grooming.  Due to the function of the 
bomb proof and the demolition activities of the 1850s there is little definitive evidence for what the 
soldiers ate or drank.  This is mainly because of the difficulty of assessing who used the range of 
ceramic and glass teawares, tablewares, storage, preparation and serving wares found in the 
courtyard fill.  Within the bomb proof only small fragments remained of beer/wine and saltglazed 
stoneware bottles that the soldiers probably used; whilst the broken decanter and stemmed glass 
found in the pit appear too high class and were more likely to have been stored in the room or 
thrown as rubbish into the derelict structure. 
 
The most significant artefacts, the gunflints and grapeshot are rare survivors from Australia’s early 
military history.  These munitions reveal what types of weapons were used by the soldiers in the 
defence of Fort Phillip, possible operational areas and confirm that the bomb proof chamber was 
where they were stored until the 1850s.  The large gunflints and the iron grapeshot would have 
been suitable for the 12 and 6-pounder guns used at early Sydney fortifications, with eight of the 
latter probably being those recovered from the HMS Sirius and mounted at Fort Phillip by 1806.  
Although one gunflint had been dropped in the courtyard, the rest were stored in the bomb proof.  
The gunflints were used in the firing mechanisms of hand-held flintlock muskets, mounted rampart 
guns, and in the gunlocks of artillery cannons and naval carronades.  These standard flintlock 
weapons of the British army and navy were carried on fleets to Australia until the 1840s.  In 
addition, the larger French gunflints could have been adapted for muskets.  The gunflints were 
probably brought the colony as part of military ordnance on the early British fleets but may also 
have been traded from American whalers or even the French explorer La Pérouse whose ships 
visited in 1788 with a large store of very similar gunflints.  As they were made with technologies 
that were becoming obsolete in Britain by c1790, the gunflints were most likely to have been used 
in the defence of Fort Phillip in 1804-1806 rather than any later duty.  After becoming obsolete 
these items were retained until the 1830s by soldiers to light the fireplace within the bomb-proof. 
 
As with the gunflints, the iron shot used in cannon and carronades were mostly stored in the bomb 
proof but a small group were found in the courtyard beside the rampart wall where they may have 
been cached.  The shot were probably stacked loose ready for shipment or to be made into quilted 
grapeshot.  Some could have been part of actual grapeshot projectiles that had broken or decayed 
on the ground.  As these balls still continued to be used in guns after the fort was demolished in the 
1850s it is not known why they were left when the soldiers withdrew.  It is possible that they were 
too rusty or the chamber too dark and the courtyard surface too messy or overgrown to see all the 
shot prior to demolition and levelling.  No lead musketballs, shot or smaller gunflints for flintlock 
rifles or pistols were found on the site, nor were there any components of percussion firearms.  
When the fort was first occupied and before it was demolished in the 1850s many of the artefacts 
were made locally by hand, such as the building materials, buttons, pipes and personal goods.  This 
situation slowly changed with the introduction of mechanisation.  A proportion of items have 
always been imported into Sydney from Britain, Europe and America.  Initially this was due to the 
lack of local skills, materials and equipment but in later times it corresponded to the increasing 
number and diversity of products available and desired by more members of society.  Something of 
this change can be seen at Observatory Hill with the wide range of later artefacts found in the 
courtyard that belonged to the Signal Masters’ families and generations of visitors. 
 
Finally, some of the original research questions and others generated by this analysis need further 
investigative work.  These include the specific dating of the alterations to the bomb-proof which 
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may entail excavation of the remaining fireplace deposit; the origins of the artefact-rich courtyard 
fill which include the location of early discard areas; and a need to better understand the changing 
functions of the bomb-proof and other areas of the fort through time. 
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Appendix 1 Artefacts from Excavations in April 2010 
Removal of the large blocking stone at the north side of the bombproof and munitions store at Fort 
Phillip and clean-up of associated infill and lower ashy deposits in April 2010 resulted in the 
discovery of 130 artefacts.  The stone was was originally thought to have been placed within an 
early fireplace but this feature has now been reinterpreted as a probable doorway.  The artefacts 
catalogued in May 2010 at Casey and Lowe by Robyn Stocks and Rowan Ward are listed by in 
Appendix 3.  Numerous fragments of animal bone also found in April from contexts 7801, 7819, 
7820, 7821 and 7823 are yet to be analysed.  Several show evidence of butchery and burning.  
Artefacts which shed further light on the occupation and use of the Fort bombproof and munitions 
store are briefly examined below. 
 
 

Context General Function Special Function Shape Fabric Adjusted #Items 

7801 archit stru brick clay 1 

  
window flat glass 1 

 
arms flintknapping core flint 2 

 
arms/work flintknapping/tool core/strike-a-light flint 2 

 
bev beer/wine bottle glass 1 

 
h'hold/indust fuel coal coal 1 

 
rec smoking pipe kaolin 1 

 
unid cont btl stw 1 

  
unid unid few 1 

7819 archit stru brick clay 1 

   
nail fe 1 

 
archit window flat glass 1 

 
arms gun round shot fe 1 

 
bev beer/wine bottle glass 1 

 
h'hold/indust fuel coal coal 1 

   
coke coke 1 

 
rec smoking pipe kaolin 5 

 
unid cont btl stw 1 

7820 archit stru brick clay 5 

   
nail fe 3 

   
spike fe 1 

  
window flat glass 1 

 
bev beer/wine bottle glass 1 

 
food serve platter few 1 

 
h'hold/indust fuel coal coal 1 

   
coke coke 1 

 
rec smoking pipe kaolin 6 

 
unid cont btl stw 1 

  
unid unid few 1 

7821 archit non-stru sheet fe 1 

  
roof slate slate 1 

   
tile clay 1 

  
stru brick clay 4 

   
nail fe 7 

   
sprig fe 1 

  
window flat glass 2 

 
archit/h'hold door/furn hook fe 1 

 
arms flintknapping flake flint 2 

  
gun gunflint flint 4 

  
musket musket ball pb 1 

 
arms/work flintknapping/tool flake/strike-a-light flint 2 

 
bev beer/wine bottle glass 1 

  
ginger beer btl stw 1 

 
cleric writing slate pencil slate 1 

 
h'hold/indust fuel coal coal 1 

   
coke coke 1 
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Context General Function Special Function Shape Fabric Adjusted #Items 

7821 pers cloth button bone 1 

   
button pewter 1 

   
shoe/boot leather/fe 1 

 
pers/h'hold cloth/unid disc aes 1 

 
rec smoking pipe kaolin 19 

 
unid cont btl stw 2 

  
unid sheet fe 1 

   
strap fe 2 

   
unid few 1 

7823 archit stru brick clay 2 

   
nail fe 1 

  
stru/non-stru sprig fe 1 

  
window flat glass 1 

 
bev beer/wine bottle glass 1 

 
h'hold refuse charc wood 1 

  
unid cont fe 1 

 
h'hold/indust fuel coal coal 1 

   
coke coke 1 

 
indust by-prod slag fe 2 

 
rec smoking pipe kaolin 8 

 
unid cont btl stw 1 

  
unid unid few 2 

    
TOTAL 130 

 Table 1: All the artefacts found at Observatory Hill during 2010. 

 
Gunflints and Gunflint Production 
The ashy deposits (7819-7821, 7823) used with clay and sandstone rubble as infill around and below 
the blocking stone were similar to one (7801) found in 2008 spilling out into the northern part of 
the bombproof from underneath the stone.  Context 7821 contained four gunflints (Figs. 1, 2) 
similar to those of English and French manufacture found during 2008 within context 7801 (Sections 
2.3, 3.1, Fig. 21).  However, the most important discovery in 2010 was the flakes and cores from 
gunflint manufacture and refurbishment from context 7821 and the newly excavated part of 
context 7801 (Table 2).  This activity may have occurred at the Fort as early as 1804-1806 or as late 
as the 1820s.  Three gunflints were musket spalls and another was a large French blade gunflint for 
a rampart gun or ships’ cannon/carronade.  Only one of the spalls showed possible signs of use.  
The spalls were made of two types of flint.  The opaque light grey-brown example (7821/#81938) 
was probably made in Britain or Europe and was identical in fabric and form to two found in 2008 
(7801/#68208 and #68209).  The other two spalls found in 2010 (7821/#81939-40) were less 
carefully struck and finished using mottled grey to dark grey-brown transluscent/opaque flint.  It is 
probable that they were made at Fort Phillip by flaking cobbles of English flint similar to the 
exhausted cores also found in 2010 (7801/#81815-81918, Figs. 3, 4).  Two of these cores may have 
been reused as strike-a-lights, with one possibly also serving as an ad-hoc scraping tool 
(7801/81915, #81918).62 
 
In contrast the large French gunflint with the convex heel (7821/#81941) was made on a bladelet 
snapped-off close to the proximal end of a large blade of good quality transluscent brown flint with 
small cream mottles (Figs. 1, 2).  The small trimming or preparation flakes with triangular profile 
(7821/#81942, #81943) were struck from or beside the cortex of one or two cobbles of highly 
mottled brown and grey mottled flint.  The rind beneath the cortex on both flakes is the same 
colour as the transluscent brown French flint but the remaining colour, texture and flake lengths are 
more similar to that of the English flint cores and flake scars.  The larger of the two potlidded white 
heat-affected or treated flakes (7821/#81944) appears to have been struck off a core of unknown 
original colour during gunflint production and probably utilised as a strike-a-light (Fig. 4). 

                                            
62 References and gunflints found previously see Sections 2.2.4, 2.3, Fig. 21. 
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The debitage flakes and the flake scars on the cores indicate that spall gunflints were being 
produced using a bipolar technique, whereby the core was struck while resting on a hard surface or 
anvil leaving a crushed or slightly bulbar distal edge.  The ability to strike spall gunflints was a more 
commonly held skill than that of blade manufacture at this time.  The size of the cores and the 
presence of step scars and other irregularities indicates that they were abandoned when exhausted 
or were waste from core rejuvenation.  The flint cobbles, whether English or French, either came to 
Fort Phillip as part of military munitions stores, ships’ ballast or via trade (Sections 2.2.4 and 2.3). 
 
 

 
Table 2: Gunflints, flakes, cores and metal ammunition from contexts 7801, 7819 and 7821, measurements 

in mm unless stated. 

 

Item Colour Type 
Country 

(Source) Manuf 
Gun type 

Sub Type 
/Use/Reuse 

Context #Cat L W Th Dia From To #MIC 

Gunflint 

light 
grey-

brown 
Spall UK/Europe Musket unused 7821 81938 33 31 8 

 
1650 1825 1 

grey-
dark 

brown 
Spall 

(Eng) 
Eng/Aus/Syd 

Musket 
unused 7821 81939 34 34 10 

 
1650 1825 1 

used? 7821 81940 35 35 11 
 

1650 1825 1 

dark 
brown 

Blade Fra 

Rampart 
Gun 

Ships' Gun/ 
Carronade 

unused/ 
Single-back 

7821 81941 39 40 13 
 

1680 1830 1 

Flake 

dark 
brown  

(Eng/Fra) 
Aus/Syd   

7821 81942 34 22 6 
 

1788 1830 1 

grey-
dark 

brown 
  

(Eng/Fra) 
Aus/Syd   

7821 81943 23 27 4 
 

1788 1830 1 

white   (?) Aus/Syd 
 

heat-
treated? 

7821 81944 44 28 13 
 

1788 1830 2 

Core 
grey-
black 

  

(Eng) Aus/Syd 

 
exhausted 7801 81916 47 32 36 

 
1788 1825 1 

  
 

exhausted 7801 81917 43 27 23 
 

1788 1825 1 

  
Strike-a-

light? 
7801 81915 64 56 22 

 
1788 1825 1 

  
 

Tool/Strike-
a-light? 

7801 81918 32 23 32 
 

1788 1825 1 

Round 
shot  

3 pdr Eng 
 

(iron) 7819 81921 
   

75 
(3")   

1 

Musket 
ball  

    UK/Aus/Europe 
 

(lead) 7821 81945 
   

18 
(0.7")  

1860 1 

            TOTAL  14 
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Figure 1: Musket and rampart gun gunflints and knapping flakes from 7821. Left to right, front row: dark 
brown spall musket #81939, French blade rampart gun (dorsal) #81941, brown spall musket 
#81940. Back row: grey spall musket #81938, flakes #81942 and #81943. Upper face. 1cm scale 
divisions. Russell Workman photograph. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Musket and rampart gun gunflints and knapping flakes from 7821. Left to right, front row: dark 

brown spall musket #81939, French blade rampart gun (dorsal) #81941, brown spall musket 
#81940. Back row: grey spall musket #81938, flakes #81942 and #81943. Lower face. 1cm scale 
divisions. Russell Workman photograph. 
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Figure 3: Flint cores and strike-a-lights from 7801. Left to right, front row: core #81916, core/strike-a-light 

#81915. Back row: core/strike-a-light  #81918, core #81917. One face. 1cm scale divisions. Russell 
Workman photograph. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Flint cores and strike-a-lights from 7801. Left to right, front row: core #81916, core/strike-a-light 

#81915. Back row: core/strike-a-light #81918, core #81917. Other face. Back right inset: burnt 
flake/strike-a-light 7821/#81944. 1cm scale divisions. Russell Workman photographs. 
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Ammunition and Blacksmithing 
Within the lower ashy bombproof deposit (7821) was a lead musketball (#81945) presumably 
dropped or abandoned with the musket gunflints discussed above.  It has fabric decay on one side 
but appears unfired with part of the central casting seam remaining (Fig. 6).  A larger round iron 
shot, 75mm or 3 inches in diameter suitable for a 3-pounder gun, was discovered in context 7819 
(#81921).  Although the surface is corroded the rest of the inner metal appears fairly solid (Fig. 5).  
It was much larger than the grapeshot found in 2008 and meant to have been fired individually.  
The dense ovoid lump of iron slag and another smaller fragment from context 7823 (#81988, 
81987) may be from other heavily corroded objects or the stock/debris of blacksmithing at the 
fort.63 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: Iron round shot from canon 
7819/#81921. 1cm scale divisions. 
Russell Workman photograph. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Select miscellaneous artefacts from 7821. Left to right, front row: face of pewter jacket button 

#81946, lead musket ball #81945, face of bone button #81947. Back row: slate pencil #81949, back 
of copper alloy disc #81948. 1cm scale divisions. Russell Workman photograph. Back left inset: scan 
of button #81946 back showing mold seam and plug mark. 

                                            
63 For guns known to be used at Fort Phillip and other weapons of the period see Sections 2.2.2-3, Fig. 21. 
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Soldiers Uniforms 
The ashy deposit 7821 also contained artefacts probably worn on the uniforms of soldiers who 
manned Fort Phillip (Fig. 6); these complement those found previously in the bombproof (Section 
3.1, Fig. 22).  The most rare and earliest was a plain cast pewter or lead button (#81946), made in 
Britain from c1760-1790.  Such buttons were typically worn by Other Ranks soldiers.  The damaged 
4-hole bone button with a flat rim (#81947) was hand-sawn and turned using a button bit.  It could 
have secured a number of clothing items including underwear and shirts.  The copper alloy disc 
(#81948) had a plain front and two short tabs on either side.  It is likely to have been worn on a 
jacket collar or perhaps another part of a uniform or baggage.  Footwear was represented by two 
small fragments of a nailed (hand-forged) heel from a leather shoe or boot (#81950).64 
 
Clerical and Smoking Activities 
More evidence for activities undertaken by soldiers and other residents of the fort were found in 
various deposits (Figs. 6, 7).  The hand-cut slate pencil (7821/#81949) may have been used by the 
soldiers to tally goods in the bombproof munitions store or was used to mark duty or roster boards.  
Similar to the smoking pipes found during the 2008 excavation of the chamber (Section 3.1, Figs. 22, 
25) a number were marked by local and British suppliers, for example Sydney makers William Cluer 
who operated from c1802-1846 (7823/#81961) and John Elliott c1828-40 (7819/#81928); and the 
London maker John Ford c1805-1865 (7820/#81829).  Many of the earlier pipes were used until 
they were stained black and the ends of the broken stems could no longer be reused as 
mouthpieces.65 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Range of clay tobacco pipes. Left to right, front row: left bowl/stem with target markings on spur 

7821/#81958, right stem of pipe made by Joseph Elliott in Sydney 7819/#81928. Middle row from 
7821: left bowl with lettering in circular garter #81953, right bowl/stems plain with reused 
mouthpiece #81960 below one with Prince of Wales feathers decoration #81957. Back row: made 
by John Ford in London with curled cut spur 7820/#81829, fluted and leaf seam bowl 7819/#81924, 
behind reused mouthpiece with mouthwear 7823/#81964 and in front of incised broken stem 
7801/#81920, blackened pipe made by William Cluer in Sydney 7823/#81961. 1cm scale divisions. 
Russell Workman photograph. 

                                            
64 Button manufacture, typology and dating see Lindberg 1999; Olsen 1963: Type C; Stocks 2008. 
65 References and comparable pipes in Section 3 and Figs. 22-23, 25. 
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Tableware and Glassware 

Unfortunately very little new evidence for ceramic and glass tablewares and containers were found 
during this excavation.  Most glazed and decorated fine earthenwares were fragmentary with a 
platter and other unidentified pearlware shapes being the earliest items identified (7820/#90005-6, 
7823/# 90011).  The lower part of the ashy deposit below the blocking stone contained at least one 
broken stoneware ginger beer bottle (7821/#90009).  Fragments of beer/wine bottles were found 
within all contexts.66 
 
Furniture and Architectural Metal Hardware 
All the metal hardware items were made of iron including a simple hand-forged latch hook from a 
door or cupboard from the lowest ashy deposit (7821/#81979).  Nearly all the nails were also hand-
forged, mostly on nail rod.  Only one sprig (headless nail) was cut and another nail had a cut shank 
and hand-applied flat head.  These latter methods of manufacture were developed in the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries in Europe and America and thought to have first arrived 
in Sydney from c1805 and 1815 respectively.67 
 
Architectural Building Materials 
Of the 12 items relating to the construction of the bombproof and perhaps other parts of the Fort 
the most important were the fragments of sandstock rectangular roofing tile (721/#81993) and 
bricks.  The buff clay tile was not large enough to identify its type beyond that it either was affixed 
to a roof using two pegs through holes in the upper corners or via a curved lug or nib (SL1/Peg1 
type).  These tiles were made in the Sydney Brickfields from 17888-c1810.  It is possible that this 
fragment was being used for some other purpose, perhaps after being broken.  All the bricks were 
made from 1788-c1850 with one possibly cut to shape and featuring three parallel cut grooves or 
notches along the strike face (7821/##81994).  Another fragment had grooves cut across the corner 
of opposing faces (7823/#81996).  Small fragments of thin Crown window glass made before 1860 
were found in all contexts.68 
 
Results 
The results of the artefact analysis confirm those from the 2008 excavation (Section 4) that the 
stone blocking the possible doorway (previously thought to have been a fireplace) in the north wall 
of the bombproof was laid on deposits and infilled sometime in the 1830s.  The ashy deposits 
included artefacts probably made, used and worn by the soldiers of Fort Phillip before it was 
abandoned in 1806 as well as more contemporary goods such as stoneware bottles and glazed 
ceramic tablewares.  The examples of early buttons and the slate pencil have expanded our 
knowledge of the uniforms and the implements used by the soldiers and others in the bombproof 
or munitions store.  The flat cast pewter jacket button is a type rarely found in Sydney as it was 
made before c1790.  It may also have been sown onto later garments. 
 

STRUCTURAL PHASE ACTIVITY FEATURE CONTEXT TPQ TAQ 

Gunpowder Magazine 
in bomb proof 

1815-1850s 

Alterations 1830s 
blocking stone & infill of  

possible door (‘fireplace’) 

northern deposit/fill in room 
continuing below stone 

7801 1830 1930 

ash deposit around stone 7819 1828 1930 

ash deposit above 7820 7823 1820 1930 

ash deposit under stone (upper) 7820 1820 1930 

compacted ash deposit under stone 
(lower) 

7821 1830 1930 

Table 3: Fort Phillip 2010 contexts and catalogued artefacts TPQ & TAQ. 
 

                                            
66 Ceramics see Coysh & Henrywood 1982, 1989. Glass see Boow 1991. 
67 Edwards & Wells 1993; Varman 1993. 
68 Barnes 1999; Gemmell 1986; Guerke 1987; Lewis 2008; Stocks 2008; Varman 1993. Glass see Boow 1991. 
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The TPQ (Terminus Post Quem) and TAQ (Terminus Ante Quem) dates for the infill deposits shown 
on Table 3 are based on the general manufacturing periods of stoneware bottles and ceramics 
except for context 7819 where one object could be specifically dated, the smoking pipe made by 
Joseph Elliott who operated in Sydney from c1828-1840 (7819/#81928).  Clay pipes were fragile and 
generally had a short lifespan before they were broken and deposited in the archaeological record.  
Two other marked pipes were found, one made by William Cluer in Sydney from c1802-1846 
(7823/#81961) and another with a pre c1830-style spur by John Ford who operated in London from 
c1805-1865 (7820/#81929).  The pipes, buttons and other items could have been deposited along 
with a number of gunflints and ammunition within the bombproof or other room anytime after 
c1805.  They were subsequently swept-up with fireplace ashes and redeposited as layered infill 
below and around the stone during alterations in the 1830s. 
 
We now have confirmation of gunflint manufacture and refurbishment as well as probable 
blacksmithing at Fort Phillip before c1830.  The colour and nature of the flint indicates that both 
cobbles and finished gunflints were brought to Sydney from Britain, France and possibly elsewhere 
in Europe.  Gunflints were newly fabricated from these cobbles and older or used ones trimmed on-
site.  Most of the gunflints found in 2010 were unused. 
 
Conclusions 
The investigation of the blocking stone has confirmed conclusions about the 1830s date of the 
alterations in the bombproof chamber during analysis of the 2008 material in Section 5 of this 
report.  Although the feature being blocked is now considered to have been a doorway, the nature 
of the ashy deposits previously discovered in the northern part of the bombproof as context 7801 
and used beneath and as part of the infill around the stone remains the same.  The more sealed and 
layered ashy deposits of contexts 7819-7821 and 7823 around the stone contained additional 
evidence for pre c1830 gunflint production and possibly blacksmithing at Fort Phillip.  A greater 
understanding has also been gained about the clothing, footwear and clerical work done by the 
soldiers in the course of their guard duties and within the munitions store.  Finally our knowledge 
about the early fabric of the Fort now includes the use of iron cupboard or door hooks, sandstock 
roof tiles and the cutting and grooving of bricks during wall construction or installation of fittings. 
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Appendix 2 Artefacts from Excavations in 2003 and 2008 Catalogue 2009 
 

 Ceramics Catalogue 

 Glass Catalogue 

 Miscellaneous, Organics and Coal Catalogue 

 Metals Catalogue 

 Building Materials Catalogue 
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Appendix 3 Artefact from Excavations in 2010 Catalogue 2010 
 

 Ceramics Catalogue 

 Glass Catalogue 

 Miscellaneous, Organics and Coal Catalogue 

 Metals Catalogue 

 Building Materials Catalogue 
 
 


